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Abstract

In this paper, we present a robust shape matching
approach based on bottom-up segmentation. We show
how over-segmentation results can be used to overcome
both ambiguity of contour matching and occlusion. To
measure the shape difference between a template and
the object in the input, we use oriented chamfer match-
ing. However, in contrast to previous work, we elimi-
nate the affection of the background clutters before cal-
culating the shape differences using over-segmentation
results. By this method, we can increase the matching
cost interval between true matching and false matching,
which gives reliable results. Finally, our experiments
also demonstrate that our method is robust despite the
presence of occlusion.

1. Introduction

Shape is an useful information to recognize the ob-
jects. Human visual system can often recognize ob-
ject using shape alone. This ability makes it possible
to recognize objects which have similar shapes in the
same categories even if they have totally different tex-
tures or colors. Shape information have been used in
computer vision area for object recognition and figure-
ground segmentation [2, 4, 5, 6]. And, chamfer distance
is often used to measure shape differences between the
templates and the objects of input images.

Chamfer distance provides reasonable measurement
to compare two shapes, tolerant to considerable mis-
alignment of position and scale. However, when we
consider the contour information alone in cluttered im-
ages, there could be mismatches because of some com-
binations of small unrelated contour fragments which is
similar to the template shapes if we piece it together.
To overcome this problem, we use bottom-up segmen-

tation to eliminate the affection of background clutter.
Before calculating a shape difference, our algorithm se-
lects segment candidates which compose true object.
And then, our algorithm calculates chamfer distance
between a template and the composed shapes by se-
lected segment candidates. By this approach, our algo-
rithm can solve the intrinsic problem of previous cham-
fer matching.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly review about chamfer matching and introduce
some intrinsic problems of chamfer matching. And in
section 3, we describe in detail how we use bottom-up
segmentation for robust shape matching. The experi-
mental result are explained in section 4, and a conclu-
sions are given in section 5.

2. Contour Features

In this section, we briefly review Chamfer Matching
algorithm to measure the similarity of two shapes. And
we will describe intrinsic problems of chamfer match-
ing in the cluttered scenes.

2.1. Chamfer Matching

Chamfer matching [1] is a measurement to com-
pare two shapes in the images. This measurement is
based on the assumption that when we put a template
exactly right position in the image, the correspondent
pixel pair between template and edge map is the closest
one. When we think two sets of edge pixels, the edge
pixels in the input edge map ,E = {e}n

i=1, and the
pixels of template ,T = {t}m

j=1, Chamfer distance is
defined as a function of some transformation A:

d
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∑
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‖ A(t) − e ‖ (1)

where A is some transformations such as rotation, trans-
lation and scaling.Nt is the number of edge pixels in



T. This measurement means the average distance be-
tween edge pixels of template and their correspondent
edge pixels in the input image. So if there is a similar
shape to template, chamfer distance may have the low-
est cost with the transformation which put the template
in that position. The distance between a template and
an edge map can be efficiently computed by Distance
Transform.

2.2. Problems of Chamfer Matching

Chamfer measurement works correctly and tolerates
considerable scale changes and deformations if there
are few background clutters. However, with complex
background clutters, as our experiments, it might fail to
find the true shape because some densely cluttered re-
gions has low chamfer distance regardless of template
shape.

Oriented chamfer matchings overcomes this problem
by giving an explicit gradient difference penalty in the
cost function [5]. In our experiments, we use similar
measurement with [5] using gradient information.

However, this improved chamfer matching still have
problems if the a correct shape of object in the image is
slightly different from template or there are partial oc-
clusions. Fig. 1 shows these problems. After extracting
edges from the original image Fig. 1 (b), we tried to find
the shape which is most similar to template Fig. 1 (a)
even if there is no actual object in the image. The red
colored pixels in Fig. 1 (c) are pixels which are clos-
est to each template pixel with the lowest cost. Notice
that the combination of small edge fragments is very
similar to template shape although there is no actual
object there. So, the chamfer distance in this position
could be small, and this problem might cause mismatch-
ing. Fig. 1(d-f) shows another problem. Fig. 1(d) is an
original image, and Fig. 1(e) is a matching result with
slightly different alignment. And Fig. 1(f) shows a mag-
nified image of green rectangular region in Fig. 1(e).
The blue line is template edge and red line are the clos-
est pixels. We colored actual contour of a shoe as green
for visibility. And we can see that there is some red pix-
els(closest to template) in background clutter edge, and
this edges gave large cost because their orientation is to-
tally different. Because chamfer distance only consid-
ers the edges in shortest distance, background clutters
is often included for shape difference calculation. This
could be the reason increasing the cost of true matching,
and also often causes mismatching.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 1. (a) template (b) original image
without any object (c) similar shape with
template (d) ordinal image (e)matching re-
sult (f) magnified image

3. Segmentation based Contour matching

When we think just edge information in the image,
there could be many ambiguous situation like Fig. 1 (c).
However, this ambiguity can be eliminated if we use the
result of over-segmentation. The red lines in Fig. 1 (c)
are the combination of small edge fragments extracted
from unrelated part such as a monitor, a chair, and a
desk. If we can know that this edge fragments can not
compose one object, then we can eliminate this ambigu-
ity. Because over-segmentation algorithm merges ho-
mogeneous region into a segment, we can think that the
edges included in a segment as a group. And consid-
ering the position and size of the segment, we can de-
termine whether the group of edges included in a seg-
ment could be a part of template object or not. Using
this idea, we can eliminate the edges originated from
background clutters, and we can calculate reliable shape
measurement using only the edges composing true ob-
ject.

In this section, we describe in detail how we use
over-segmentation for robust shape matching and oc-
cluded object detection.

3.1 Edge Detection using Over-segmentation

At first, we divide an image into homogeneous re-
gions using over-segmentation algorithm. Any over-
segmentation algorithm can be used, but we use the
segmentation method of Felzenszwalb and Hutten-
locher [3] because it generates reasonable results in the
extremely cluttered images.

And, we extract edge maps from over-segmented im-
ages. Because the pixels included in a segment have



similar intensity, the boundaries of each segment can be
considered to have large gradient change. So, we can
treat segment boundaries as edges. This edge extraction
is necessary to use over-segmentation result for shape
matching. So, every edge maps in this paper are ex-
tracted by this method.

3.2 Selecting Inner Segments

Before computing a shape difference, we have to
eliminate the edges originated from background clut-
ters. For this purpose, our algorithm selects segments
included in the shape of template to eliminate the seg-
ments which is impossible to be a part of object. If we
assume that over-segmentation does not merge object
region with background, and if we assume that the tem-
plate is located exactly right position in the image, the
shape made by combination of selected segments would
be most similar to template.

The most accurate way to find the segment included
inside the template is checking every pixel of segment
whether it is included in the template or not. However,
to reduce time, we just check the center of mass of seg-
ment, and randomly selected K pixels. Additionally, we
give some margin along with the template boundary to
allow some scale changes.

Fig. 2 shows the result. Yellow regions are the com-
bination of segment included in the template in the po-
sition. The blue line is actual template contour, and
the green line is the extended template edge to tolerate
slightly bigger scale.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) original image (b) selected in-
ner segments

3.3 Segmentation Based Shape Matching

The main idea of our approach is comparing tem-
plate contour with only the true object boundaries with-
out any affection of background clutter. Because the
edges originated from background clutter is excluded in
previous step, we can achieve our purpose by compar-
ing template contour with the outline of selected seg-

ment region (yellow region in 2 (b)) To compare the
template contour with the outline of selected segment
region, our algorithm extracts outline from the region.
This is carried out by follow steps.

1. After extracting edges from an over-segmentation
result, visit every edge pixel and save its adjacent
segment indexes.

2. For each pose of template, find inner segment us-
ing the the algorithm described in Section 3.2.

3. Visit every edge pixel of inner segments, and
choose the edge pixel which has non-inner seg-
ment as adjacent segment. These pixels are outline
of inner segment region.

After finding the outline of inner segments, we make
distance transform image using only that outline. And
then, calculate the shape difference using that distance
transform image. To reduce time, we calculate distance
value for the pixels around template, not whole image.
Our cost function is almost similar with equation (4) of
[5] except that our algorithm uses the edge pixels,

Einner = {e|e ∈ boundaries of inner region}

instead of whole edge pixels, E.

4. Experimental Results

For the experiments, we made a template by extract-
ing edges from object. And then, we carry out our al-
gorithm using some test images which have complex
background clutters and occlusions. Fig. 3 shows tem-
plates and their matching results. In column (a), the
template are shown, and column (b) shows input image.
Column (c), (d) compare oriented chamfer matching of
[5] and proposed algorithm. And (e) is segmentation
results using the result of proposed algorithm.

The blue lines in column (c) (d) is template edges
and the green lines are extended template region to al-
low slight scale change when we selects inner segments.
The red lines mean the closest edge pixels of template
edges. And, the light blue lines in column (d) represent
occluded edges. Note that the red line in column (d)
are boundaries of inner segments. It means that the our
algorithm is comparing the template and only the edges
of true object parts. Finally, our results demonstrate that
our algorithm handle occlusion correctly.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a robust shape matching based on
over-segmentation. We introduced some problems of
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Figure 3. (a) template (b) input image (c) matching result of oriented chamfer matching (d)
proposed algorithm (e) segmentation result using proposed algorithm

chamfer matching, and described how we use over-
segmentation to overcome that problems. Because our
algorithm eliminates background clutter edges before
calculating chamfer distance, the cost function is much
more reliable than previous chamfer matchings. The
results demonstrate that our algorithm improves shape
matching result dramatically in the presence of clutter
and occlusion.
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